Spoken English For You – Level - I
G. Radhakrishna Pillai & K. Rajeevan
This book helps to converse fluently in English and helps to acquire proper listening and speaking skills.
₹ 100.00

Spoken English For You – Level - I (Tamil + CD)
G. Radhakrishna Pillai & K. Rajeevan
This book helps to converse fluently in Tamil and helps to acquire proper listening and speaking skills.
₹ 200.00

Spoken English For You – Level - I (Malayalam + CD)
G. Radhakrishna Pillai & K. Rajeevan
This book helps to converse fluently in Malayalam and helps to acquire proper listening and speaking skills.
₹ 160.00

Spoken English for You – Level - II
G. Radhakrishna Pillai
This book contains 24 conversations based on Real life situations to communicate fluently in English.
ISBN 978-81-7966-008-9
₹ 150.00

Spoken English Made Easy (Tamil Version)
S. Nagarajan
Spoken English Made Easy is the part of the collection of essays which appeared in ‘The Daily Thanthi,’ acclaimed by readers and aspirants anxious about improving their Spoken English.
₹ 200.00

Let’s Speak Business English
Linda Cypres
This book is useful for Business Man and Women and covers standard practice in telephone conversation, making sales, speaking at business meetings, observing social business function.
₹ 250.00

Effective English Communication For You
V. Syamala
This book is useful for those who wish to improve their communicative skills in English. Part 1 dealing with functional grammer and part 2 with oral communication and part 3 with various forms of written communication.
₹ 130.00
Strengthen Your Vocabulary
G. Radhakrishna Pillai
This book contains the Vocabulary section list helps the learners to answer the question correctly and confidently and Idioms section in English can improve the learners stylistic quality of their Language and Phrasal verbs section with notes on meanings and usage.

English for Success
G. Radhakrishna Pillai
This book is useful for those attending Competitive examinations and exams for admission to universities in India or abroad.

Common Errors in English
R.V. Baskar
This book corrects the common errors committed by the students in particular, officials and public in general in day-to-day usage the book will indirectly reinforce the rules of grammar. This book is intended for all the users of English irrespective of their age, qualification or profession.

Power Words in Pairs
B.N.R. Krishna
This book is useful for those attending competitive examinations and entrance tests.

English For Effective Oral Communication
S. Ravindranathan, R. Perumalsamy & S. Shanmugiah
English for Oral Communication is not confined to usage of English alone it covers psychological dimension like “Attending an Interview” and “Group Discussion”.
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Written English For You
G. Radhakrishna Pillai, K. Rajeevan & P. Bhaskaran Nair
This book is useful for those who preparing for competitive examinations and covers all major forms of writing. Competence in written communication involves the ability to write grammatically correct sentences.

Language Skills - for Undergraduates
G. Radhakrishna Pillai, Usha Saikumar & R. Jayalakshmi
The book ‘Language Skills for Undergraduates’ has been designed keeping in mind the various needs of learner and helps the learner with essential language abilities.

Engilsh Practice Book for Undergraduates
G. Radhakrishna Pillai & K. Rajeevan
This book helps the learners to do variety of language tasks independently and develops the language proficiency and helping the students to get good score.

Form and Function
V. Sasikumar & V. Syamala
Form and Function is a communicative grammar of English designed specifically for the use of students at the undergraduate level. The main objective is to gain effective English Communication.

English Grammar and Composition
G. Radhakrishna Pillai
Grammar relates the use of different tenses, auxiliary verbs, phrasal verbs, prepositions, conditional forms and reported speech. Composition deals the students practice in writing essays, stories, reports and expansion of proverbs.

Grammar For Communication
V. Saraswathi, Leena Anil & Manjula Rajan
It attempts to integrate the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. It adopts the form-function approach to grammar and the communicative methodology and relates grammar to learner needs.
English for competitive Examinations
V. Saraswathi & Maya K. Mudhbatkal
This book covers undergraduate curriculum. The book has six units Grammar, Vocabulary, Reading, Writing, Speaking and Tips for taking test. A key is also provided for objective type question and this book helps us to gain the confidence to face the examinations.
₹ 80.00

English Literature for Competitive Examinations Vol.I
K.T. Dilli
This book helps those writing competitive examinations for seeking selection as TRB/PG Teachers and lecturers in English conducted by state level and UGC/NET.
₹ 90.00

English Literature for Competitive Examinations Vol.II
A. Devaraj
This book is useful for those appearing the UPSC examinations including IAS, IFS & IPS. This book helpful to those who conduct a quiz in English Literature.
ISBN 978-81-7966-197-7
₹ 90.00

English Literature for Competitive Examinations Vol.III
Shrimati Das
The book will serve as a complete revision tool reference material for the preparation of NET/SLET and even JRF.
ISBN 978-81-7966-270-0
₹ 90.00

Strengthen Your English for Competitive Examinations
T.M. Farthathullah, D.S. Kesava Rao
This book is the material for candidates to develop English proficiency and to take Competitive Examinations such as UPSC Exams, State Board Exams, Common Admission Test (CAT), Railway Recruitment Exams etc.
ISBN 978-81-7966-212-0
₹ 150.00
The Secrets to Speaking in Public
Dr. Jan Yager
The book has 12 secrets to speak successful and explains how to deal with the situations to face as a speaker. This book delivers tips for putting together a workshop or seminar and explains how to craft and deliver a winning keynote.

Time and Stress Management
Frances Key
This book has clear and straight forward lessons that will transform both the way you work and how you feel about yourself. This book improve our performance, increase our efficiency, work more effectively.

Negotiation Skills
Patrick Forsyth
This book helps to have business like discussions with colleagues, clients and suppliers and develops sound, effective communication techniques. This book understand the role of negotiation in business and work around with other people’s requirements in order to get the result we want.

Emotional Intelligence
Andrea Bacon
This book contains 24 conversations based on Real life situations to communicate fluently in English.

Manage Your Time Your Work yourself
Merrill E. Douglass & Donna N. Douglass
The book covers the seven outline steps that will transform time wasters into time masters. Book shows how to set priorities, distinguish short-form long –term goals, schedule activities, analyze time, streamline paperwork, minimize interruptions, manage travel time and conquer procrastination.

Soft Skills for Aspiring Leaders
Anuradha Ajith
This book teaches the ‘Effective Communicator’ whether it is for the graduates or the post-graduates, who are on the threshold of their career or for the professionals who are already on a job but want to edge forward in their respective career. The goal of this book is to guide us through the development of Soft Skills and their importance; these are the skills that will equip us to handle the challenges in today’s dynamic work place.

ISBN 978-81-7966-342-4
₹ 225.00

₹ 170.00

₹ 170.00

₹ 170.00

₹ 170.00

ISBN 978-81-7966-236-6
₹ 170.00
Speak with Success
Susan S. Benjamin
The book help us to learn strategies for information, demonstrative, and persuasive speeches and gather, organize and cluster our material. It covers nonverbal communication and maintain a higher level of audience interest throughout our speech. This book is personal guide to “no fault, no fear” speaking events.
ISBN 978-81-7966-244-1
₹ 150.00

Body Language
Roz Townaend
This book explains how to get a greater understanding of body language to have more effective communication and less problems and to pay attention to the vital clues that body language, tone of voice, colour of clothing, and the general physical appearance reveal what is truly being conveyed.
ISBN 978-81-7966-290-8
₹ 120.00

Improving Your Memory
Janet Fogler & Lynn Stem
The fun handbook discusses how memory works, how it changes with age, and most importantly, how it can be improved. The book explains the conditions such as stress, illness and depression and improving memory include techniques and exercises that anyone can use.
ISBN 978-81-7966-008-9
₹ 150.00

Read With Speed (Six Easy Steps)
Roz Townsend
The author Roz Townsend describes the six proven steps towards rapid reading with fun exercises and down-to-earth advice. Special chapters address reading on computers, helping children to read better, and writing clearly all explained in a fun, commonsense style.
ISBN 978-81-7966-156-7
₹ 100.00

The job Seekers Handbook
Annee Lawrence
This book will be helpful to anyone applying for a job or considering a career change. The book has useful tips for resume preparation and interview process. Case studies, scenarios, reality checks and exercises allow the job seekers to learn and practice new skills.
ISBN 978-81-7966-202-1
₹ 90.00

Making the Best of Your Brain - A Practical Approach
Ilchi Lee
This book will help you: Gain a sense of empowerment over your grain, Understand the significance of your brain, Create more positive, life-affirming habits, Unlock your brain’s true potential, Live with a greater sense of hope and fulfillment.
₹ 120.00
Presentation Skills for the Upwardly Mobile
Roz Townsend
This book shows the reader how to develop their ability to engage others in their ideas. It goes beyond the simple 'how to' facts of excellent presentation skills and includes the challenge to gain self-knowledge.

Manners Matter (for the Modern World)
Roz Townsend
The book is divided into a number of sections to give a good all round insight into areas of life that could be enhanced with common courtesies.

The Unspoken Rules for Business Success
Beverly Y. Langford
The Unspoken Rules for Business Success is a clear, commonsense guide to making “good behavior” your competitive advantage. Packed with helpful quizzes, checklists, and examples, this practical book shows you how to (i) Make a great impression on bosses, and get along with “enemies” (ii) Turn your body language into a communication asset and skillfully achieve your way to success.

50 Plus one Tips for being more Competitive in Business
Greg Lackner

Leadership Lessons From Mom
Petrr R. Garber
This book is about listening to mother advice will always guide us in the right direction. Leadership is a complex blend of attitude, skill, and style. Mothers understand the important concept of leaderships, Mother’s advice and wisdom is truly universal and timeless. This book will help to remind us the simple lessons might have forgotten or haven’t thought about for a while.

Leadership Lessons From Dad
Petrr R. Garber
This book is about listening to father advice plays a very important role in the children growth and development. This book is a reminder of the special wisdom passed on to us by fathers and grandfathers everywhere that can help us succeed in our professional lives. They are worth remembering, even now.
Emerald Treasury of Famous Speeches
G.S. Balarama Gupta

The purpose of this anthology is to acquaint our students and teachers with some specimens of great speeches drawn from different climes and ages, with, no doubt, an especial emphasis on the Indian component. A speech which repeated reading with undiminished pleasure is a literary masterpiece.

Emerald Treasury of Youth Icons
Suba Veerapandian

This book explains no matters from which background he or she is and what geography, these change makers, through their efforts not only achieve the pinnacle of glory for them but leave behind a legacy for many to follow. For such achievements, age is not a criterion. This book makes an attempt to compile 22 such personalities of achievers and present lucidly for readers of all ages.

Emerald Treasury of the Great Leaders of India Vol-1
Kuttan Mahadevan

About the book

Emerald Treasury of Famous Humorous Essays
G.S. Balarama Gupta

An anthology of Indian humorous essays in English is indeed a pioneering effort. This book brings out the rich variety of subjects and the range of material handled by writers varying from ‘Village Cricket’ by K.S. Venkataramani to the ‘Murder of the English Language’ by Khushwant Singh to seemingly to mundane things like ‘Junk’ by R.K. Narayan.
50 Puzzles for Lateral Thinking
Charles Phillips
This book finds new ways to solve problems and free up rigid thought patterns and avoid getting stuck. They’re designed to provide practice in seeking out new perspectives. Lateral thinking is a set of strategies for changing the way we look at the world, for finding unexpected solutions, for thinking in new directions.

₹ 80.00

50 Puzzles for Creative Thinking
Charles Phillips
This book will encourage ourselves to think freely and discover how to brainstorm and develop strategies with others. The puzzles in this first section of the book give creative-thinking skills a warm-up. The ability to think visually is a key part of being creative, and these puzzles are designed to stretch your powers of observation and visualization.

₹ 75.00

50 Puzzles for Logical Thinking
Charles Phillips
This book examines our own reasoning and equips our mind to think logically. If we think logically we will clarify confused situations and gain confused pressure and think things through properly. There are three levels of puzzles each with a “time to beat” deadline.

₹ 75.00

50 Puzzles for Quick Thinking
Charles Phillips
This book will stay calm under pressure and get out of tight spots and cope with a crisis. The puzzles and riddles in this first section of the book are designed to give quick-thinking skills a warm-up. They provide practice in seeing connections quickly and doing calculations at speed. Thinking is something everyone does, but it’s also a skill we can all develop.

ISBN 978-81-7966-278-6
₹ 80.00

50 Puzzles for Tactical Thinking
Charles Phillips
This book will keep one step ahead and think before you speak and think ‘outside the box’. The puzzles and challenges in this first section of the book give your tactical-thinking skills a warm-up. They’re designed to develop your concentration, while giving you practice in visualization and plotting connections in a sequence. This section includes exercises that call for prediction skills and these are good for overall thinking because they really get your brain cells firing.

₹ 80.00
50 Puzzles for Visual Thinking
Charles Phillips

This book will translate ideas into images and improve our communication and save time in making decisions. The puzzles and thinking challenges in this first section of the book give visual-thinking skills a warm-up. They’re designed to provide practice in seeing connections and visualizing shapes, spatial relationships, and effective analogies.

Brani Builder - Numbers
Charles Phillips

This book helps us to improve our numeracy and increase the speed and accuracy of our thinking and helps us to be confident with number problems.

Brani Builder - Patterns
Charles Phillips

This book improves our perception and makes mental connection and increase the speed and accuracy of our thinking.

Brani Builder - Sequence
Charles Phillips

By Charles Phillips (author), as we evolved, we developed natural curiosity and hyper-alert awareness of our surroundings as key survival qualities. Over thousands of years.

Brani Builder - Shapes
Charles Phillips

This book improves our spatial intelligence and discover geometrical logic and increase the speed and accuracy of our thinking.

Business Brain Trainer
Charles Phillips

This book is crammed with 100 challenges, puzzle tasks, problem scenarios and work related exercises. Tackling these will stretch your brain and helps us to think differently when it really matters.
The Happy Family (How to Make Family Life Enjoyable)
Ken & Elizabeth Miller
This book is about how to make family life enjoyable. In this book, Ken and Elizabeth Miller suggest that our families are little communities in which children learn how to live in the wider world. The authors provide simple, easy-to-use ways to manage our families well.
ISBN 978-81-7966-229-8
₹ 90.00

Easy Parenting
Ken & Elizabeth Miller
This book is about meeting the challenges that parents face in raising their children to become well-balanced adults.
₹ 90.00

Fight - Free Families
Janel Hall
Fight free Families explains Strategies for preventing and managing fights with younger children and explains how vital life skills can developed by avoiding and resolving family fights.
ISBN 978-81-7966-241-0
₹ 90.00

Fear - Free Children
Janel Hall
This book is about managing children's fears. psychologist Dr. Janet Hall outlines how children's anxieties are caused, and shows parents how to recognize and deal with both appropriate and inappropriate fears. This book explains effective and easy-to-use strategies for parents to help their child become fear-proof.
ISBN 978-81-7966-162-8
₹ 90.00

Adolescent Zone Enter with Caution
N. Raj Mohan
The period of adolescence is developmental transition between childhood and adulthood. This book is in a dialogue mode and with the behavioral framework. However, all parents could enjoy the relevancy of this book.
ISBN 978-81-7966-290-0
₹ 120.00

21 Secrets to Weight Loss Success
Andrew Cate
This realise that 'one-size-fits-all' dieting doesn't work. The action plans, sample eating Iplans, quizzes and worksheets will help you create an eating and exercise plan to suit your lifestyle, no matter how tired, busy or stressed you are.
₹ 130.00

Man's Food Unveiled
M.K. Pandurangam
This book speaks about health and energy of the people. It gives lot of in for motion about health food and the importance of water, rice, coconut, greens and plantains.
₹ 180.00
Motivating Stories for All Ages - I
Mira Balachandran

This book is a collection of 50 crisp and concise stories, motivating and inspiring in nature, that make excellent reading for people of all ages. The stories truly inspire and hence are sure to compel the reader to return to the book for many readings.

Motivating Stories for All Ages - II
Mira Balachandran

This book is about a collection of 50 crisp and concise stories, motivating and inspiring in nature, that makes excellent reading for people of all ages. Each anecdote has an underlying moral that is so true to life. The stories appear to the reader not only for their brevity but for the extraordinary span of content that is conveyed in such a brief manner. The stories truly inspire and hence are sure to compel the reader to return to the book for many readings.

Motivating Stories for All Ages - III
Mira Balachandran

This book is a collection of stories with a motivating message each. Anecdotes and stories are a great source for inspiring someone when the chips are down. All of us face difficult situations someone or the other. At such times reading or hearing about a motivating incident can reassure us and boost our confidence levels. The name and characters used in these stories are purely fictitious and any resemblance to living characters/people purely coincidental. The underlying purpose is to motivate and achieve clarity in handling difficult situations.

Stories of Tenali Raman
Mira Balachandran

This book contains twenty-five stories about Tenali Raman. All the stories speak about Tenali Rama is intelligence and wit. Children and Youngsters like the humorous stories of this book.

Stories of Akbar & Birbal
Mira Balachandran

The Stories of Akbar and Birbal have been famous through the ages, undiminished in popularity for their wit and humour content. Intelligent and thought-provoking, these stories are loves by people of all ages and give us an insight into the rich cultural splendor of the bygone era.
Stories of Gopal and Paramanand
*Mira Balachandran*

This book has twenty-five stories. Gopal is an intelligent boy. Each story explains his presence of mind and wisdom. It is useful for children and youngsters.

ISBN 978-81-7966-310-3

₹ 70.00

Stories for Children - Through Proverbs
*Rashmi Krishnankutty*

This book is a collection of short stories for people of all ages, told through proverbs. Some stories are told through people and some are told through animals and each story contains a valuable message. The right proverb spoken at the right time arouses our curiosity and helps us realize our.

ISBN 978-81-7966-256-4

₹ 60.00

Story Time
*G. Radhakrishna Pillai*

The stories in this collection are taken from folklore, fables, myths and legends. These stories will provide entertainment and information to the users. These stories help the readers to understand the world around them better. A number of exercises have been built into these stories and questions help the young readers to understand and appreciate the stories better.

ISBN 978-81-7966-267-0

₹ 50.00

Effective Letter Writing
*R. Radhakrishna Pillai, Mini R. Nair*

Effective Letter Writing provides guidance to all who want to try and perfect the art of writing letters—whether they are business letters, personal letters, job applications or e-mail messages. This book also contains a chapter on Precis writing. Exercises in this chapter, will enable the learners to write precisely, logically, effectively and impressively.


₹ 90.00

100 Essays no Current Topics
*R. Sundaresan*

This book will help the students writing skills and knowledge about environment and various problems in society and alertness to advance in life and useful for the students preparing for the competitive examinations. Apart from school exercise, students should have the habit of writing on some subject or the other, so that they may slowly and steadily sharpen their writing skill.


₹ 120.00

100 Essays for School Student
*R. Sundaresan*

This book is about apart from school exercises, students should have the habit of writing on some subject or the other, so that they may slowly and steadily sharpen their writing skill. An essay is ac convenient medium for conveying our thoughts and feelings. The training to the students in writing essays will be quite helpful in developing their skill of self-expression.

ISBN 978-81-7966-185-7

₹ 100.00
104 Advanced Essays on Current Topics
S.V. Ramya

About the book

Model Letters for all Occasions
R. Sundaresan

This book explains all kind of letter writing. Letter writing makes a bridge of attentions between the writer and the reader. It is useful for students of college and school. Writing letters is an ant.

Proverbs Explained Though Stories
Mira Balachandran

This book aims at familiarizing the young minds with proverbs that have been used by the people world over, for the past several centuries. The selection of proverbs has been based on their importance and relevance to everyday life and their adaptability to present-day living.

Quotations for All Occasions
Mira Balachandran

A book of quotations is always handy not only as a source or reference or to help in the consolidation of an idea/opinion but also for sheer reading pleasure. This book aims at providing students with quotations on varied & interesting topics that will help them enhance their presentations in terms of written and spoken language.

98% It's more than just a number
Aditya Ghatty, Akshay Ravi

This book describes the anxiety of the students’ parents to get 98% mark of their children in the examination. It is specially designed for the students of colleges and schools to read and enjoy about the 98%.